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CHAPTER ONE

MAKING POSITIVE CHOICES

If you’re walking down the right path and you’re willing to keep walking,
eventually you’ll make progress.

BARACK OBAMA



TRIBUTE TO MEN OF EXCELLENCE

A man of excellence, we must celebrate
Who overcame challenges to reach such a level of great

He defied all the difficult odds
Despite his dealt hand of playing cards

He drew a line in the sand and made a positive choice
Wanting the world to hear his powerful voice

He became a real “action” man
He didn’t passively join a group or clan

He decided to a take a position and stance
Not randomly ending up on either side by chance

Like John Lewis’ good trouble and purpose
Staying on course and maintaining his focus

Mandela stood up to apartheid
For his people’s unfair treatment, unjustified

“By any means necessary,” spoken by Malcolm
Prioritized his outcome, even if radical to some

Chavez’s union protected migrants on farms
From unhealthy working conditions’ harms

A man of excellence clearly distinguishes his choice
To share his views and amplify his voice



Like Dr. King, spoke peace again and again
Stepping on a podium or picking up a pen

He plots how to execute his thoughtful plan
Even if he must draw it with a stick in the sand

A man of excellence doesn’t wait and contemplate
He’s like a winning horse charging out the gate

He’s a leader in his own right
Who’s willing to face any creditable fight

He stands firm in his beliefs and morals
Not afraid to partake in any quarrels

He has a life’s purpose and a mission
Like advocating for those under oppression
The principle is always forward progression

A man of excellence is a man with backbone
Addressing issues alongside others, or solely alone

Self-Reflection 
(Self-to-Text, Text-to-Text, or Text-to-World Connection)



EPITOME OF MANHOOD

An epitome of manhood
Didn’t say I could, would, or should

Like President Obama, a man of indisputable intellect
And Dr. King deserves the highest respect

Reaching that level of fame and distinction
Requires hard work, study, and ambition

Don’t get it confused or twisted
His mind, body, and soul must all be enlisted

Being muscular, buff, or a masculine hunk
Doesn’t mean that a man’s life will be a slam dunk

It is great to be cool and have that swag
But without the smarts, his persona will lag

His package may include that well-built physique
But intelligence and wisdom will make it complete

Down the streets he can strut that walk
But can he properly speak and effectively talk?

It’s not only the vocabulary and words he says
But what is important are the messages he conveys

An educated man can effectively communicate
His ideas and opinions, he must eloquently articulate



He seeks knowledge and expands his intelligence
Moving forward with his diligence toward excellence

It’s not only about how he looks or appears
Or how someone else judges and stares

A respectable man isn’t preoccupied with his physical
He always seeks to become an upstanding individual

So, determine who walks beside you as a true bro
Shoulder to shoulder, toe to toe

Self-Reflection 
(Self-to-Text, Text-to-Text, or Text-to-World Connection)



BE YOUR OWN MAN

Your word must always stand
For you to be your own man

You must advocate your point of view
For only you, must you stay true

Don’t allow people to tell you what to think
Or change your mind with a wink or a blink

Don’t let others persuade, sinking you like quicksand
Everyone will not be your cheerleader fan

Popularity should not be an issue or worry
Even if your way of thinking is contrary

You cannot control others’ perceptions of you
What is essential is your character and virtue

Make sure that you can hold your own
Before you declare, “I’m grown!”

Be proud of your opinion and great idea
And represent yourself as genuine and sincere

You must make your own decisions
For only you have access to your visions

So, stand tall with your head held as high as you can
Be proud and strong as your own man!



Self-Reflection 
(Self-to-Text, Text-to-Text, or Text-to-World Connection)
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